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Private Breger Nov 12 2020
Yank May 31 2022
Johnny Reb and Billy Yank Feb 13 2021
The Best from Yank Oct 04 2022 This is a new release of the original 1945 edition.
Yank May 19 2021 A selection of articles, cartoons, and short features from the U.S. Army weekly magazine shares the experiences of U.S. soldiers
The Pin-Up Girls of Yank, the Army Weekly Sep 03 2022 Yank, the Army Weekly was a military publication sold to deployed soldiers during World War II.
To boost soldiers' morale, each issue contained a pin-up girl. These lovely ladies were some of the most famous actresses, models, and dancers of their time.
This book features the pin-up girls in the 1944 issues of Yank. Inside you'll find photos of Lauren Bacall, Elyse Knox, Ann Savage, Ingrid Bergman, K.T.
Stevens, Chili Williams, Angela Greene, Peggy Corday, Jeanne Craine, Rita Hayworth, and many more. Bios are included for each girl, one of which was an
Olympic figure skater.
Billy Yank Mar 17 2021 Billy Yank or Billy Yankee was the name given to the Union soldiers of the North during the American Civil War: and a famous and
enduring symbol of the period. Typically Billy Yank is presented dressed in regulation blue uniform topped with a forage hat, the standard headdress used by
the military of the period. This handy guide delves a little deeper and sets out to discover exactly what the typical 'Billy Yank' looked like and how they lived.
Compiled by two experts on the subject of military uniforms of the period, and crammed with fascinating facts and images, this is an excellent glimpse into
the life and times of the union soldier and a valuable addition to the popular G.I. series.
Between Reb and Yank Apr 05 2020 The northern part of Loudoun County was a Unionist enclave in Confederate Virginia that remained a contested
battleground for armies and factions of all stripes throughout the Civil War. Lying between the Blue Ridge Mountains, Harpers Ferry, and Washington,
D.C., the Loudoun Valley provided a natural corridor for commanders on both sides, while its mountainous fringes were home to partisans, guerillas,
deserters and smugglers. This detailed history examines the conflicting loyalties in the farming communities, the peaceful Quakers caught in the middle, and
the political underpinnings of Unionist Virginia.
"Hi, Yank!" Oct 12 2020
Cassino to the Alps Aug 29 2019 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Billy Yank and Johnny Reb Jun 19 2021 Describes what life was like for soldiers on both sides during the Civil War, discussing camp life, food, marching,
and the treatment of the wounded and prisoners of war, in a book that contains many first-person accounts of the war.
Yank, the Army Weekly Nov 05 2022 The extraordinary story of the world's first global periodical and history's most successful U.S. Army publication.
"Yank Magazine" provided an irreverent and honest account of the sharing, suffering and frustrations of GIs during World War II. Includes cartoons and
graphics from the original publications.
The Comic Art of War Oct 31 2019 For military cartoonists the absurdity of war inspires a laugh-or-cry response and provides an endless source of unfunny amusement. Cartoons by hundreds of artists-at-arms from more than a dozen countries and spanning two centuries are included in this study--the first
to consider such a broad range of military comics. War and military life are examined through the inside jokes of the men and women who served. The
author analyzes themes of culture, hierarchy, enemies and allies, geography, sexuality, combat, and civilian relations and describes how comics function
within a community. A number of artists included were known for their work with Disney, Marvel Comics, the New Yorker and Madison Avenue but many
lesser known artists are recognized.
The Life of Johnny Reb Sep 10 2020 In this companion to The Life of Johnny Reb, Bell Irvin Wiley explores the daily lives of the men in blue who fought to
save the Union. With the help of many soldiers' letters and diaries, Wiley explains who these men were and why they fought, how they reacted to combat and
the strain of prolonged conflict, and what they thought about the land and the people of Dixie. This fascinating social history reveals that while the Yanks
and the Rebs fought for very different causes, the men on both sides were very much the same. "This wonderfully interesting book is the finest memorial the
Union soldier is ever likely to have.... [Wiley] has written about the Northern troops with an admirable objectivity, with sympathy and understanding and
profound respect for their fighting abilities. He has also written about them with fabulous learning and considerable pace and humor.
Guerrilla Warfare Aug 10 2020 This is a new release of the original 1942 edition.
Last Days of Summer Jun 27 2019 Through letters, notes, report cards, matchbook covers, and telegrams, a novel set in the 1940s follows the sometimes
underhanded efforts of Joey Margolis, a fatherless twelve year old, to persuade New York Giants third baseman Charlie Banks to be his role model. Reprint.
Yank, the Army Weekly Jul 01 2022 Gordon Lester Ford Memorial Study, Number 2.
Highlights from Yank, the Army Weekly Mar 29 2022

The Pin-Up Girls of Yank, the Army Weekly Feb 25 2022 Yank, the Army Weekly was a military publication sold to deployed soldiers during World War II.
To boost soldiers' morale, each issue contained a pin-up girl. These lovely ladies were some of the most famous actresses, models, and dancers of their time.
This book features the pin-up girls in the 1942 and 1943 issues of Yank. Inside you'll find photos of Betty Grable, Ava Gardner, Hedy Lamarr, Anne Gwynne,
Elyse Knox, and many more. Bios are included for each girl.
The Life of Billy Yank Jul 21 2021 In this companion to The Life of Johnny Reb, Bell Irvin Wiley explores the daily lives of the men in blue who fought to
save the Union. With the help of many soldiers' letters and diaries, Wiley explains who these men were and why they fought, how they reacted to combat and
the strain of prolonged conflict, and what they thought about the land and the people of Dixie. This fascinating social history reveals that while the Yanks
and the Rebs fought for very different causes, the men on both sides were very much the same. "This wonderfully interesting book is the finest memorial the
Union soldier is ever likely to have.... [Wiley] has written about the Northern troops with an admirable objectivity, with sympathy and understanding and
profound respect for their fighting abilities. He has also written about them with fabulous learning and considerable pace and humor.
Handbook on German Military Forces Jul 29 2019
Yank Dec 14 2020
The Story of World War II Mar 05 2020 Drawing on previously unpublished eyewitness accounts, prizewinning historian Donald L. Miller has written what
critics are calling one of the most powerful accounts of warfare ever published. Here are the horror and heroism of World War II in the words of the men
who fought it, the journalists who covered it, and the civilians who were caught in its fury. Miller gives us an up-close, deeply personal view of a war that
was more savagely fought -- and whose outcome was in greater doubt -- than readers might imagine. This is the war that Americans at the home front would
have read about had they had access to the previously censored testimony of the soldiers on which Miller builds his gripping narrative. Miller covers the
entire war -- on land, at sea, and in the air -- and provides new coverage of the brutal island fighting in the Pacific, the bomber war over Europe, the
liberation of the death camps, and the contributions of African Americans and other minorities. He concludes with a suspenseful, never-before-told story of
the atomic bombing of Nagasaki, based on interviews with the men who flew the mission that ended the war.
Yank, the Army Weekly Nov 24 2021 Compiles reports, stories, cartoons, correspondence, and photographs from "Yank" magazine, published between 1942
and 1945 for soldiers in World War II
The Rebel Yank Jun 07 2020 The Rebel Yank gallops across the grand panorama of the American Civil War with all the rousing excitement of a full-out
cavalry charge. It's June 1860, and young Paul Douglas finds his loyalties sharply divided as his country splits in two. He and his domineering father, his
devoted sister, and his steadfast friends are thrust into a whirlwind of conflicting allegiances and divergent paths. Circumstances force Paul to make some
hard decisions. Should he marry the enticing daughter of an iron ore magnate to bolster his family's fortunes, or should he declare his secret lifelong love
for the beautiful daughter of a Chippewa healer? Should he stay North with his family and fiancée and fight to keep the country united, or should he follow
his conscience and support the South's War for Independence? Paul's choices lead him on a kaleidoscopic odyssey through battlefields and bedrooms as he
seeks his own separate peace in a nation torn apart by war.
The War Against Japan Feb 02 2020 A comprehensive document of the American contribution to World War II in the Pacific, including both defensive and
offensive campaigns, and the surrender of Japan
Johnny Reb and Billy Yank Jul 09 2020
The Smoked Yank Jan 15 2021
The best from Yank, the army weekly Aug 02 2022
Billy Yank Jan 27 2022 A history of the United States Army during the time it served as the vanguard of western expansion and a description of its uniforms
and equipment in the late nineteenth century. Each volume in this ongoing series combines detailed and informative captions with over 100 rare and unusual
images. These books are a must for anyone interested in American military uniforms.
The Best from Yank Dec 26 2021 This is a new release of the original 1945 edition.
Billy Yank Sep 22 2021 A history of the United States Army during the time it served as the vanguard of western expansion and a description of its uniforms
and equipment in the late nineteenth century. Each volume in this ongoing series combines detailed and informative captions with over 100 rare and unusual
images. These books are a must for anyone interested in American military uniforms.
Yank Apr 17 2021 A selection of articles, cartoons, and short features from the U.S. Army weekly magazine shares the experiences of U.S. soldiers
"G I Joe" ("Private Breger") Dec 02 2019
Yank Apr 29 2022 Ted Ellsworth was a young Dartmouth grad in 1941. In the years before the U.S. joined the Second World War effort, American men who
wished to fight against Hitler were granted permission from President Roosevelt and the U.S. Congress to join the British army. In normal circumstance,
fighting for another nation's army would be an automatic forfeiture of U.S. citizenship (as noted on U.S. passports). Yank begins with goodbyes to Ellworth's
young wife and family. It covers his crossing to Britain, initial stay in London, assignment to a North African tank regiment and the campaign there,
participation in the invasion of Italy and the second wave of D-Day, accounts of fierce battles, being taken prisoner by the Germans and shipped to a POW
camp, the camp deprivations, liberation by the Russians, and finally, the year Ellsworth spent wandering eastern Europe with no dog-tags, after the war had
ended, trying to reach a city from which he could ship back home. Ellsworth had been officially MIA for over two years, and everyone assumed he was dead.
The final pages detail Ellsworth's homecoming when his wife hand-delivers the beautiful and intimate note that she'd written him when he was first reported
missing.
Yanks Oct 24 2021 Fought far from home, World War I was nonetheless a stirring American adventure. The achievements of the United States during that
war, often underrated by military historians, were in fact remarkable, and they turned the tide of the conflict. So says John S. D. Eisenhower, one of today's
most acclaimed military historians, in his sweeping history of the Great War and the men who won it: the Yanks of the American Expeditionary Force. Their
men dying in droves on the stalemated Western Front, British and French generals complained that America was giving too little, too late. John Eisenhower
shows why they were wrong. The European Allies wished to plug the much-needed U.S. troops into their armies in order to fill the gaps in the line. But
General John J. "Black Jack" Pershing, the indomitable commander of the AEF, determined that its troops would fight together, as a whole, in a truly
American army. Only this force, he argued -- not bolstered French or British units -- could convince Germany that it was hopeless to fight on. Pershing's
often-criticized decision led to the beginning of the end of World War I -- and the beginning of the U.S. Army as it is known today. The United States started
the war with 200,000 troops, including the National Guard as well as regulars. They were men principally trained to fight Indians and Mexicans. Just
nineteen months later the Army had mobilized, trained, and equipped four million men and shipped two million of them to France. It was the greatest
mobilization of military forces the New World had yet seen. For the men it was a baptism of fire. Throughout Yanks Eisenhower focuses on the small but
expert cadre of officers who directed our effort: not only Pershing, but also the men who would win their lasting fame in a later war -- MacArthur, Patton,
and Marshall. But the author has mined diaries, memoirs, and after-action reports to resurrect as well the doughboys in the trenches, the unknown soldiers
who made every advance possible and suffered most for every defeat. He brings vividly to life those men who achieved prominence as the AEF and its allies
drove the Germans back into their homeland -- the irreverent diarist Maury Maverick, Charles W. Whittlesey and his famous "lost battalion," the colorful
Colonel Ulysses Grant McAlexander, and Sergeant Alvin C. York, who became an instant celebrity by singlehandedly taking 132 Germans as prisoners.
From outposts in dusty, inglorious American backwaters to the final bloody drive across Europe, Yanks illuminates America's Great War as though for the

first time. In the AEF, General John J. Pershing created the Army that would make ours the American age; in Yanks that Army has at last found a storyteller
worthy of its deeds.
WWII Sep 30 2019 James Jones, the novelist best known for his WWII trilogy "From Here to Eternity" (Nat l Book Award, 1952) "The Thin Red Line," and
"Whistle," was chosen to write the text accompanying a coffee-table book of art from WWII edited by Art Weithas in 1975. That book was a best-seller and
used copies are still available on line, but the images make it impossible to reprint. We are bringing back James Jones s extraordinary text, which stands
well on its own as his only non-fiction account of his experiences as a soldier in WWII. The book is also a compact, unflinching history of the war told from
the point of view of the men who fought it."
Hi, Yank May 07 2020
Yank and Rebel Rangers Aug 22 2021 The American internal war of 1861-65 was not civil. Those fighting for the Union called it the “War of the Rebellion”
while the Confederacy viewed it as the “War of Yankee Aggression” or the “Second War of Independence." Armies fought great, sweeping battles over vast
distances and are well recorded – Antietam, Shiloh, Fredericksburg, Gettysburg - but in the seams of the battlefield another, much less known or publicized,
war raged. Both the Union and the Confederacy employed small forces of bold and highly motivated soldiers for special operations behind enemy lines.
Skilled in infiltration – sometimes disguising themselves as rural mail carriers - these warriors deftly scouted deep into enemy territory, captured important
personnel, disrupted lines of communication and logistics, and sowed confusion and fear. Often wearing the uniform of the enemy, they faced execution as
spies if captured. Despite these risks, and in part because of them, these warriors fought and died as American rangers.
"G I Joe" ("Private Breger") Jan 03 2020 Cartoons poking fun at military life.
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